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Figure 1: The different techniques for picking up as well as the virtual objects used in the experiment.

ABSTRACT

Grabbing virtual objects is one of the essential tasks for Augmented,
Virtual, and Mixed Reality applications. Modern applications usu-
ally use a simple pinch gesture for grabbing and moving objects.
However, picking up objects by pinching has disadvantages. It can
be an unnatural gesture to pick up objects and prevents the imple-
mentation of other gestures which would be performed with thumb
and index. Therefore it is not the optimal choice for many appli-
cations. In this work, different implementations for grabbing and
placing virtual objects are proposed and compared. Performance and
accuracy of the proposed techniques are measured and compared.

Index Terms: Human-centered computing—Human com-
puter interaction (HCI)—Interaction techniques—Gestural input;
Human-centered computing—Human computer interaction (HCI)—
Interaction paradigms—Mixed / Augmented Reality; Virtual Real-
ity;

1 INTRODUCTION

Modern Head Mounted Displays (HMD) for Augmented (AR), Vir-
tual (VR), and Mixed Reality (MR) applications support hand track-
ing out of the box. Manufacturers provide a small set of gestures for
developers to implement interactions. The pinch gesture is the most
common gesture for grasping and interacting with virtual objects.
Pinching can be easily implemented by utilizing the distance of
thumb and index finger which is reliable even with noisy hand track-
ing data. Furthermore, it is a gesture which can be easily performed
by users. However, pinching with two fingers is not easily distin-
guishable from other gestures. Each gesture that requires thumb
and index to be close to each other will result in a recognized pinch
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gesture. For example, an OK gesture would automatically trigger a
pinch gesture. Hand gestures can also be implemented by using a
template based approach which can store and compare a hand shape.
This approach allows developers more freedom for specific gestures
such as an OK gesture that is not recognised as a pinch. However,
it is assumed that a pinch gesture is easier to perform and there-
fore more accurate and efficient. Therefore, this paper investigates
whether a template-based hand gesture is an adequate alternative for
pinching when grabbing objects. Picking up objects with a controller
was included for comparison. The three techniques will be compared
in terms of accuracy and efficiency: Distance Pinch, Template Grab,
and Controller (Depicted in Figure 1).

2 IMPLEMENTATION

The implementation for each technique is briefly described.
Distance Pinch. The Distance Pinch gesture was implemented by
utilizing thumb and index tip positions provided from the chosen
hand tracking solution. The distance between those two points
is measured for each frame. A threshhold determines if a user is
currently pinching. If thumb and index finger are closer than 3 cm to
each other, pinching is activated (this is an empirical value). It was
found that there was a critical area where noise affected recognition.
For example, if the fingers were held about 3 cm apart (2.9 - 3.1
cm), the system would jump between pinch detected and no pinch
detected. Therefore, it was introduced that the state of the gesture
would only change if the same value was reported for 100 ms which
resulted in an overall much smoother user experience.
Template Grab. The Template Grab gesture was implemented by
utilizing all hand joints provided by the hand tracker (23 points).
The distance between hand joints is stored in order to recognise
specific hand shapes. This allows recognition for static gestures by
comparing frames from the hand tracker with the stored distances.
Two different static gestures are required for this approach: One for
initiating the grab and one for releasing the object. Therefore, a static
gesture resembling a closed hand and a static gesture with a relaxed
hand are stored. The gestures are rotation invariant. Detecting
a closed hand will initiate a grab event to nearby objects while
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detecting a relaxed hand will release the currently grabbed object.
It was decided to include two static gestures for the release state:
One with the hand partially open and one with the hand fully open.
Ideally, the gesture with the hand partially open releases the object.
Controller. Grabbing and releasing an object with the controller is
performed by pressing the grip button on the VR controller.

3 EVALUATION

Apparatus. Hand tracking and controllers were provided by the
Oculus Quest 2 VR HMD.
Objectives. It should be investigated how Distance Pinch compares
to Template Grab. Quantitative metrics to measure performance and
accuracy are employed. Performance is measured by the time re-
quired from grabbing to placing an object. The accuracy is measured
by how close object was placed to the center of the target.
Participants. 18 participants (6 female) participated in the experi-
ment (Age µ = 33.5) and their self-assessed experience with VR is
µ = 2.1 (Answered with 5-Point-Likert Scale, higher value means
higher experience).
Experimental Task. The experiment is a within-subjects design.
Participants need to grab and subsequently place virtual objects on
specific positions on a table. The objects must be placed on a target
consisting of three parts: green, yellow and red. The colours are
arranged from the inside of the target to the outside (See Figure 1
right side). The participants were told to try to place the objects as
fast and as close to the center of the target as possible. Depending
on how close the object is placed to the centre of the target, the
colour of the object changes accordingly. This gives the subject the
opportunity to understand how well the object has been placed. A
total of four objects must be placed 10 times each. This is repeated
for each grab technique. The virtual objects are: Cube, Sphere, Cup,
and Stamp. The experiment was conducted in seating position.
Procedure. The order of pick up techniques was Subjects were
allowed to try each method for a short time before the actual task
began (as many had neither VR nor hand tracking experience). After
a total of 40 objects were placed with each technique, resulting in
120 objects placed by a participant, the experiment concluded.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A total of 2.160 virtual objects were picked up and placed for the
study (720 per technique). The averaged results of the dependent
variables Accuracy and Task Completion Time are shown in 2. Lev-
ene’s test assured the homogeneity of the input data (p > 0.05) and
therefore one-way ANOVA was used for statistical analysis. The
ANOVA result (F(2,51) = 16.95; p < 0.001) showed significant
differences between the techniques. Tukey’s Honest Significant
Difference (TukeyHSD) was used as post hoc analysis of the data.
Significance between techniques is depicted in Figure 2. Picking
up and subsequently placing an object was significantly faster with
Controller as compared to the other techniques. Controller was also
significantly more accurate than Grab and Pinch. Grab and Pinch
are not significantly faster or more accurate compared to each other.

5 CONCLUSION AND KEY TAKEAWAYS

The results show that picking up and subsequently placing objects
with a Controller performed significantly better compared to using
bare hands with the proposed techniques. This lines up with re-
sults from other studies comparing interactions with controller and
hand gestures as input modalities [1, 2]. However, no significant
differences were found between Distance Pinch and Template Grab
regarding performance and accuracy.

By analysing the results, interviewing and observing the par-
ticipants, the following takeaways can be formulated in order to
help researchers and developers while implementing virtual object
interactions:

Figure 2: Time required by participants from grabbing to placing the
objects (left) and distance placed to the center of the target (right).
Significance Levels: *** = 0.001; ** = 0.01; * = 0.05; NS = No Signifi-
cance

• Participants tried to grab an object (by performing the gesture
or pressing the grip button) before being close enough to the
object. This resulted in not picking up the object (this happened
multiple times for many participants). It is to note that objects
were highlighted once they were in range for picking up. The
objects could be picked up if they were within 20 cm of the hand
or controller.

• Participants had the impression that the objects were ”glued” to
their hand when using hand gestures. For the pinching gesture
this meant that the thumb and index distance threshold had not
yet been exceeded when trying to place. For the template gesture,
participants often did not open their hand all at once, but finger
by finger. This ”glue” effect was stronger with the Template Grab
resulting in rather poor accuracy, which can also be observed in
Figure 2.

• The shape of an object should be considered when designing
specific gestures for picking up objects. For example, almost all
participants tried to grab the cup by the handle and the stamp by
the knob. Pinch would be better for the cup and Grab better for
the stamp but neither the Pinch nor the Grab gesture is suited for
picking up both objects intuitively.

Static gestures should be further explored for picking up objects. By
employing gestures with template matching, gestures specifically
tailored to picking objects at certain points could be implemented.
For example, a Pinch when trying to grab the handle of a cup and
Grab when trying to pick up the cup from the top. This work aims
towards natural and intuitively grabbing virtual objects.
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